VACCINATION
PROGRAMME
SOLUTIONS

Vaccination Booths • Self-sanitising Fabric
Wayfinding Signage • Sanitising Stations
Crowd Control • Outdoor Shelters
T: 020 8874 1787
E: hello@instastand.co.uk

COST-EFFECTIVE
SCALABLE TESTING
AND VACCINATION
BOOTH SOLUTIONS

8 BAY
BOOTH

Fabricated in the UK

SIMPLE SET-UP BOOTHS

4 BAY
BOOTH

As the Government’s mass vaccination campaign accelerates the strategy to

• All our booths are made in the UK
and can be manufactured on quick
turnaround times

•T
 he booths are modular in design, so
they are ideal for smaller areas or can
be scaled up for large facilities

• Our standard booths are 2m x 2m
and are made from linear aluminium
profiles with printable Foamex
infill panels

•T
 he configurations are quick to deploy
and easy to wipe clean, thereby
ensuring the booths can be sanitised
when in use

• Panels can be printed as an option
if required

•W
 e can also design and manufacture
custom booths if required

Add side and back panels to transform a single bay booth to a
double bay booth - double your capacity

increase the locations in which the vaccine can be administered has begun. Sites
will include hospital hubs (70 have been set-up across the UK), care homes, GP
surgeries, but also new and more local facilities that will need adapting including
sports halls, conference centres and similar facilities that will act as hubs.
Our booths are the ideal solution for the set-up of new sites. Made in the UK
they’re quick to deploy and simple to construct and implement. Foamex panels
can be printed for clearer wayfinding for staff and patients and also wipe-down
easily so remain sanitised.
With testing for COVID still on-going our standard booth configuration can also be
easily modified to function as a testing station too, allowing users to be physically

1 BAY
BOOTH

2 BAY
BOOTH

separated for safe testing.
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A modular, scalable booth system with lightweight doublesided semi-transparent panels.
Simple to deploy, the tool free system clips together
so booths are quick and easy to deploy.
The panels are made from fluted

A basic single booth is U-shaped.

polycarbonate allowing natural light

Add L-shaped units to create

to pass through, which negates

adjacent booths.

the need for additional artificial
lighting. They are finished with a PVC
surround so all booth elements can
be wiped to ensure they are clean
and sanitised.

SEMI-TRANSPARENT
SCALABLE MODULAR
VACCINATION AND
TESTING BOOTHS

Fabricated in the UK

Booths are available in 2m x 2m
configuration, but 1m panels can
be used to create different sized
booths in 1m modules if required.

1 BAY
BOOTH

Transforms with side
and back panel to

2 BAY
BOOTH

Tool-free clip
together system
with wipe-down
semi-transparent
polycarbonate panels
to allow natural light
to pass through.
If an extra level of
privacy is required
then why not upgrade
to a non-transparent
white infill, available
on request.
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L-Wedge Panels and Retractable Screens are cost-effective solutions
for creating cubicle spaces to administer vaccinations or carry out COVID
testing. Perfect for small spaces where facilities need to be deployed
quickly and then removed so the area can be used for other purposes.
Manufactured in the UK, the steel

Retractable Screens can be deployed

L-Wedge has a black powder coated

and packed away in seconds making

finish and accommodates a Foamex

them a very flexible way to create a

panel which can be wiped clean to

barrier and enable medical staff to

keep sanitised.

work in close proximity. For ease of
storage screens come with a bag.

Single L-Wedge Unit Dimensions:
2000 (h) x 1000 (w) 400 (d) mm

Retractable Screen Dimensions:

Bases are supplied in pairs (front and back).

2105 (h) x 1500 (w) x 285 (d) mm

Create bays by placing
four L-Wedges against
a wall, or add two more
in a ‘U’ shape to create
freestanding booths

6 L-WEDGE
CUBICLE

4 L-WEDGE
BAY

SMALL SPACE
TESTING AND
VACCINATION
CUBICLES AND BAYS
Use two retractable
banners adjacent to
a wall, or with a third
banner instead of a wall
for a freestanding booth

3 SCREENS
CUBICLE

2 SCREENS
BAY

Available printed or unprinted
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RAPID SIMPLE SET-UP
ANTIMICROBIAL
SELF-SANITISING
FABRIC SOLUTIONS
PORTABLE SELF-SANITISING
(ANTI-MICROBIAL) VACCINATION BOOTHS
• Our unique antimicrobial
vaccination booths have inherent
self-sanitising properties, and the
fabric walling remains germ and
microbe resistant without the
need to wipe clean.
•B
 ooths are portable and are quick
and easy to assemble
•T
 hey are scalable and
reconfigurable so will adapt
to venue constraints
•T
 he booth design is semi-private
but open so air can circulate

360°
MagLink
System

360°

• Each frame is numbered and
use a colour coding system
and is assembled without the
need for tools.
• The fabric walling is designed
to pull over the frame like a
sock and is secured in place
with a zip system.

WALLING SELF-SANITISING PROPERTIES
The HeiQ Viroblock® NPJ03 technology has been tested to be 99.99% effective
within 30 minutes against SARS-CoV-2*, the COVID-19 causing virus and is designed

Each structure includes

to inhibit the growth and persistence of bacteria enveloped viruses on textile

four magnets that allow

surfaces. Its antiviral and antibacterial properties are due to a unique combination

frames to join together
tool-free at any angle.

• Based on this design a single
booth can be assembled from
three 1.8m wide frames and
two 0.8m wide frames

PATENT

PENDING

of silver and vesicle technologies designed to significantly reduce viral and bacterial
infectivity on treated surfaces.
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2.4 - 6.1m
WIDE
FORMULATE
Serpentine
backwalls

RAPID DEPLOYMENT
ANTIMICROBIAL
SELF-SANITISING
FABRIC SOLUTIONS
LINKA
BLE
UNO
BANN
ERS

Screen off areas or zone spaces using
backwalls or linkable banners dressed in
our anti-microbial self-sanitising fabric.
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MULTI-HEIGHT
SANITISING UNIT
With interchangerable
magnetic graphics for
indoors or outside

AERO
TELESCOPIC
AUTOMATIC
SANITISING UNIT
Mounted on a
telescopic pole for
height variation.
Use indoors.

SANITISING
SOLUTIONS

SANITISING
CLEANING
STATION

With A4 changeable
poster area, glove box
dispenser and
waste basket

FREE-STANDING
SANITISING UNIT

A range of hygiene products
at different price points

With A4 changeable
poster area and
glove box holder

WALL
OR DESK
MOUNTED
SANITISING
UNIT

REFILLS

All sanitisers are refillable with either
Alcohol gel or alcohol-free solutions

DIGITAL
SIGNAGE
AUTOMATIC
SANITISING
UNIT

Alcohol and
Alcohol-free
500ml
and
5 litres

Use indoors.
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PROMINENT
OUTDOOR
SOLUTIONS
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ZOOM+
ARCH FLAG

WATER
WEIGHTED
BASES

MONSOON
Eyeletted A-Board
Perfect outdoor
solution
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CROWD CONTROL
AND WAYFINDING
PEGASUS
BACKWALLS
Tool-free , portable
and linkable

CUSTOM
PRINTED
CAFE
BARRIER
RETRACTABLE
BARRIERS
ALSO

A3 / A4
SENTRY
SIGNAGE
Use landscape
or portrait

AVAILABLE
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SIGNAGE
SOLUTIONS
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ALUMINIUM
SHEILD
SIGNAGE
With weighted
rubber base

WHIRLWIND
Portable wheeled
sign with weighted
water base
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